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RUN No. 2334 43 Beach Rd Legana Hare: Goblet

Eleven Hashers in attendance for the “Legana Tour De Force”
First to arrive at the OnOn venue was the Riverside Guzzling School, all of whom chose not to do the Run. They were
also accompanied by Sheep Dip who also chose not to do the Run. This poses the question- “Is he being led astray?”
Six Hashers who arrived at The Legana Tavern car park actually followed the Trail which began between The Reject
Shop and The Salvos. Clearly marked chalk arrows led the Pack around the side of the supermarket and across West
Tamar Highway to The Legana Uniting Church and the Free Reformed Church of Legana giving Hashers ample opportunity to pray for forgiveness. [The real reason I passed the churches was to ask for, and obtain “Devine Intervention”
with the impending weather situation, thus ensuring no rain on Trail.]
Changing to Blessed Flour, Trail crossed a couple of vacant blocks before emerging on Sunrise Drive and back out onto West Tamar Highway. Just to continue with religion the Trail crossed the highway to Presbyterian Care Tasmania.
The next section of Trail was specifically designed to allow the sprinters to really stretch out – North along the highway to a Check at Bindaree Road. This was soon sniffed out and Hashers continued up Bindaree Road following more
Blessed Flour. This area is now EX orchard and rumoured to become a school? I am led to believe the Pack consisted
of Bugsy, Bendover, Fingers, Thumbs and Slomo, with ABBA out there somewhere! They arrived at another meaningless and easy Check at the corner of Jelisa Court. Naturally Trail was picked up at the alley leading into the recreation
area and another meaningless and easy Check. Keeping with religion and to give thanks for holding off the rain, it was
right and proper to bring the Trail out onto St Clair Road. Bugsy explained to the Pack that St Clair was actually St Clair
of Assisi who was canonized by Pope Alexander IV on August 15 th 1255. Slomo then explained that Pope Pius XII in
1958 had designated St Clair, Patron Saint of Television. I didn’t know that! It is a pity Boong didn’t attend, as I had
laid Trail around Wongarra Avenue and into Alawoona Street just for his benefit. An alley off Alawoona led to the cycle track and around to the Legana muscle building exercise area. Instructions were spelt out for all Hashers.
[Fingers later assured me that the Pack had completed 10 minutes rigorous exercise] The exhausted Hashers then
found the On Home at the end of the cycle track. After a short drive to Beach Road the Pack were able to join the
Riverside Guzzlers and enjoy 3 fire pots, nibbles, plus copious amounts of beer. No sign of ABBA at this stage,
but his arrival was imminent, and he eventually appeared.

ON ON:
Goblet has not spared any expense three fire pots ablaze a brand new Bunnings top of the line barby, just
for his Hashing mates. The troops that completed the run return knackered from climbing barb wire fences and completing a 15 minute work out on the newly installed fitness equipment in the park. The sludge
arse Hasher have cracked the keg before the front runners return to Goblets what has happened to tradition in LH3 maybe its old age catching up with us. Goblet is doing his best to burn the remainder of his fire
bush firewood that his parents planted 20 years earlier just to annoy Goblet in his retirement. Goblet describes it as a weed that took over his property not a bush. The rain has stayed away making it an enjoyable evening in Legana.

On Downs:
Goblet: The Hare

The Wayward Kiwi [Sheep Dip] Rigged Raffle:
Inlet: Pair thongs
Slo Mo: Meat tray
Tyles: 6 Pack Boags travellers.

.

The New 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Blakey JM: Slomo, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggy, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 14th August 19 Gladman St East Launceston. Hare: Sheep Dip.

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 16th August Mortys Wellington St LauncestonHare : One Hump
Joke of the Week
Blind Carpenter
A blind carpenter walks into a lumber mill and
shouts out, "I am a blind carpenter and I need a
job." The foreman walks over to the blind carpenter
and says, "If you're blind, how can you work in a
lumber yard?" The blind carpenter says, "I can tell
any piece of lumber by it's smell." The foreman
says "O.K. I'll give you a test and if you pass the
test, you've got a job." The foreman takes the carpenter over to a table and says, "I will put some
lumber on a table in front of you and you tell me
what it is." The foreman then puts a piece of lumber
on the table and says, "Ready!" The carpenter
bends over and takes a deep sniff moving his head
from one side to the other. He says "That's a number two pine, two by four, eight foot long." The foreman says, "Duh! That's right, but pine is easy to tell
by the smell and I think you guessed the rest.
Here's another piece of lumber for you to identify."
The foreman puts a piece of lumber on the table and says, "Ready!" The blind carpenter bends over and
takes a deep sniff moving his head from one side to the other and says, "This is a tough one, please turn it
over so I can smell the other side." The foreman does this and says "Ready!" The carpenter takes another
deep sniff moving his head from side to side. He then says, "That's a clear heart red wood, four by four,
six foot long." The foreman is amazed and says "That's right, but I still think you're just lucky and still
guessing. Let me try one more time and if you get it right you got a job." The foreman then goes into the
office and asks his secretary to help him stump the blind carpenter by taking off all of her clothes and laying down on the table. She takes off her clothes walks out of the office and lays face down on the table.
The foreman says, "Ready!" The blind carpenter takes a deep sniff moving his head from side to side. He
looks puzzled and takes another sniff and says, "This also is a tough one, please turn it over so I can
smell the other side." The foreman gestures with his hand to the secretary, she rolls over, and the foreman
says, "Ready!" The blind carpenter moves his head from side to side again looking puzzled. He sniffs one
more time, looks surprised, and says, "I got it. That's a shit house door off a tuna boat." He got the job.
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